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Helping others is essential to the community and society. Understanding your purpose will make you a complete individual. We are born and destined to be somebody. We are born to educate individuals. But for us to understand this, we must identify our purpose. We must know if the purpose of what we want aligns with our purpose.

Educating individuals is the best way to enlighten them on what to do. Confusions and doubts may sprout in everyone’s heart. The feeling of uncertainty may tame to one’s mind. As a result, they will not be capable of having firm decisions and to think confidently on what to do on the situation that they will make them shocked. Through educating them, the adjustment will be easy and decision making will be improved.

Educating individuals is the best way to see and understand individual differences. Society is judgmental. We tend to jump into conclusion without knowing the story behind the picture. We judge but we do not understand differences. Instilling to one’s mind the individual differences may let everyone have a deeper understanding of why somebody do this, why are they like that and anything else. It is important to live in peace and harmony and the best way to achieve this is to educate them on individual differences.

Educating individual is the best way to have skills. Understanding knowledge is good. But knowing its application is better. Everything has purpose. Everything has application. Everything has principles. Educating them on how to apply those principles may help them to be successful. They may be able to achieve their goal. This will bring them to the finish ribbon once that they will be educated in terms of the skills they need.
Identifying one’s purpose is one of the best things we should do in life. As stated by Stephen Covey “Begin with the end in mind”, the purpose of everything must be identified. The purpose is essential to this world. Identify our purpose and identify the purpose of what we want. Our world of existence will be useless if we haven’t done anything for humanity.
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